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The emergence of superconductivity in doped Mott insulators has been debated for decades.
In this paper, we report the theoretical discovery of a novel time reversal symmetry breaking su-
perconducting ground state in the doped Mott-insulator(described by the well known t-J model)
on honeycomb lattice, based on a recently developed variational method: the Grassmann tensor
product state(GTPS) approach. As a benchmark, we use exact diagonalization (ED) and density
matrix renormalization (DMRG) methods to check our results on small clusters. We find systematic
consistency for the ground state energy as well as other physical quantities, such as the staggered
magnetization. At low doping, the superconductivity coexists with anti-ferromagnetic ordering.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of high-temperature superconduc-
tivity in cuprates1, many strongly correlated models have
been intensively studied. One of the simplest of these
models is the t-J model2, which describes a doped Mott-
insulator:
Ht−J = t
∑
〈ij〉,σ
c˜†i,σ c˜j,σ + h.c.+ J
∑
〈ij〉
(
S i · S j − 1
4
ninj
)
,
(1)
where c˜†i,σ is the electron operator defined in the no-
double-occupancy subspace. This model can be derived
from the strong-coupling limit of the Hubbard model.
It is believed that such a simple model potentially cap-
tures the key mechanism of high Tc cuprates. Despite its
simplicity and extensive study on it, the nature of the
ground states of Eq. (1) is still controversial due to the
no-double-occupancy constraint.
A strong correlation view of the t-J model was ad-
vanced by Anderson, who conjectured the relevance of
a resonating valence bond (RVB) state3 as a low energy
state for Eq. (1) when doped. When undoped, the RVB
state is a spin singlet, with no symmetry breaking, and
describes a “quantum spin liquid”. At low temperature,
the mobile carriers in the doped RVB state behave as
bosons and condense, forming a state indistinguishable
in terms of symmetry from a singlet BCS superconduc-
tor. A further development was the introduction of a
projected mean-field wavefunction – the projection re-
moving all components of the wavefunction with doubly
occupied sites – which could be used variationally4,5.
Presently, this variational method remains one of the
few numerical tools for t-J like models which work di-
rectly at T = 0 and can deal with significant system sizes.
However, due to the special form of the variational wave-
function, one may be concerned about bias: very general
states in the low energy subspace cannot be investigated.
Recently new numerical tools have been developed to
investigate much more general low energy states in t-J
like models beyond the projective method. One novel
construction builds Tensor Product States (TPS’s)7–12,
which can be conveniently studied and have been applied
to many spin systems8–14. This new class of variational
states do not assume any specifical ordering pattern a
priori and can describe very general states as long as
their entanglement entropies satisfy perimeter law. Re-
cently, this method has been generalized to fermionic
systems15–20. Among many different generalizations, the
Grassmann tensor product states (GTPS’s)20 were shown
to be closely related to projective states. They are able to
describe a class of projective wavefunctions faithfully, in-
cluding the short-range RVB states in particular . Very
recently, the application of this kind of new numerical
method to the t-J model on square lattice has reported21
the discovery of a stripe state instead of the d-wave su-
perconductivity suggested by the meanfield approach or
projective wave function approach a long time ago.
Since the ground state of square lattice t-J model
is still controversial, it is interesting to investigate the
phase diagram of the t-J model on another lattice ge-
ometry, e.g., the honeycomb lattice. Like the square lat-
tice appropriate for the cuprates, the honeycomb lattice
is bipartite and naturally supports an antiferromagnetic
(AF) state at half-filling in the strong coupling (Heisen-
berg) limit. Similarities to cuprate physics may be ex-
pected. Moreover, several numerical studies have iden-
tified a possible quantum spin liquid state on this lat-
tice at half-filling when additional quantum fluctuations
are included in the Hubbard6 and Heisenberg22,23 mod-
els. Thus the doped t-J model on the honeycomb lattice
seems a promising venue to explore RVB ideas.
Here, we investigate the ground state of this system us-
ing the recently developed GTPS approach. The GTPS
results are benchmarked by comparison with exact di-
agonalization (ED) and density matrix renormalization
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2group (DMRG) calculations. Our results are systemati-
cally consistent with these non-variational, exact meth-
ods on small clusters. The principle result of the GTPS
calculations is that the ground state at non-zero doping
is a time reversal symmetry breaking d+ id wave super-
conductor. Some physical rationales for this result are
given at the end of this paper.
FIG. 1: (Color online)Graphic representation of the GTPS on
a honeycomb lattice. TA and TB , which contain θ are defined
on the sublattices A and B for each unit cell. The Grassmann
metric g containing dθ is defined on the links that connect
the Grassmann tensors TA and TB . The blue lines represent
the fermion parity even indices while the red lines represent
the fermion parity odd indices of the virtual states. Notice
that an arrow from A to B represents the ordering convention
dθαdθα′ that we use for the Grassmann metric.
II. THE VARIATIONAL ANSATZ
We use the standard form of GTPS as our variational
wavefunction. We further assume a translationally in-
variant ansatz, and thus it is specified by just two dif-
ferent Grassmann tensors TA,TB on sublattice A,B of
each unit cell:
Ψ({mi}, {mj}) (2)
= tTr
∫ ∏
〈ij〉
gaa′
∏
i∈A
TmiA;abc
∏
j∈B
T
mj
B;a′b′c′ ,
with
TmiA;abc = T
mi
A;abcθ
P f (a)
α θ
P f (b)
β θ
P f (c)
γ ,
T
mj
B,a′b′c′ = T
mj
B;a′b′c′θ
P f (a′)
α′ θ
P f (b′)
β′ θ
P f (c′)
γ′ ,
gaa′ = δaa′dθ
P f (a)
α dθ
P f (a′)
α′ . (3)
We notice that the symbol tTr means tensor contraction
of the inner indices {a}. Here θα(β,γ),dθα(β,γ) are the
Grassmann numbers and dual Grassmann numbers re-
spectively defined on the link a(b, c)and they satisfy the
Grassmann algebra:
θαθβ = −θβθα, dθαdθβ = −dθβdθα,∫
dθαθβ = δαβ
∫
dθα1 = 0. (4)
As shown in Fig.1, a, b, c = 1, 2, . . . , D are the virtual
indices carrying a fermion parity P f (a) = 0, 1. In this
paper, we choose D to be even and assume that there
are equal numbers of fermion parity even/odd indices,
which might be not necessary in general. Those indices
with odd parity are always associated with a Grassmann
number on the corresponding link and the metric gaa′
is the Grassmann generalization of the canonical delta
function. The complex coefficients TmiA;abc and T
mj
B;a′b′c′
are the variational parameters.
Notice that mi is the physical index of the t-J model
on site i, which can take three different values, o, ↑ and
↓, representing the hole, spin-up electron and spin-down
electron states. We choose the hole representation in our
calculations, and thus the hole state has an odd parity
P f (o) = 1 while the electron states have even parity P f (↑
, ↓) = 0. On each site, the non-zero components of the
Grassmann tensors should satisfy the parity conservation
constraint:
P f (mi) + P
f (a) + P f (b) + P f (c) = 0(mod 2). (5)
Since the wavefunction Eq.(3) does not have a definite
fermion number, we use the grand canonical ensemble,
adding a chemical potential term to Eq.(1) to control
the average hole concentration.
We use the imaginary time evolution method24 to up-
date the GTPS from a random state. Then we use
the weighted Grassmann-tensor-entanglement renormal-
ization group (wGTERG) method20,24 to calculate phys-
ical quantities.(See appendix sections for details.) The
total system size ranges up to 2 × 272 sites and all cal-
culations are performed with periodic boundary condi-
tions. The largest virtual dimension of the GTPS con-
sidered is 12. To ensure convergence of the wTERG
method, we keep Dcut (defined in Refs.
20,24) up to 130
for D = 4, 6, 8, 10, which gives relative errors for physical
quantities of order 10−3. For D = 12, we keep Dcut up
to 152.
III. GROUND STATE ENERGY AND
STAGGERED MAGNETIZATION
At half-filling, the t-J model reduces to the Heisen-
berg model. In this case, we find that the converged
ground state energies per site are −0.5439 for D = 10 and
−0.5441 for D = 12(the term − 14ninj is subtracted here),
which are consistent with a previous TPS study12 (with
virtual dimension D = 5 and 6, since all the components
of GTPS with odd fermion parity virtual indices vanish
in this case) and a recent quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
result E = −0.54455(20). Despite the good agreement
with the ground state energy, the staggered magnetiza-
tion m =
√
〈Sxi 〉2 + 〈Syi 〉2 + 〈Szi 〉2 (with S i∈A = −S i∈B
observed numerically) obtained from our calculations is
larger than the QMC result m = 0.2681(8). We find m =
0.3257 for D = 10 and m = 0.3239 for D = 12, which are
also consistent with the previous TPS study10–12.
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FIG. 2: (Color online)Ground state energy as a function of
doping. As a benchmark, we performed the ED calculation
and DMRG calculations for small system size. Inset: Stagger
magnetization as a function of doping.
Nevertheless, we emphasize that the variational ap-
proach indeed does obtain the correct phase. Actually, a
recent study for square lattice Heisenberg model shows
that m can be consistent with the QMC result if D is
sufficiently large25.
Much more interesting physics arises after we dope the
system.(We consider t/J = 3). As seen in Fig.2, the
ground state energy shows a marked increase in D de-
pendence as hole doping δ increases. As a benchmark, we
perform the ED and DMRG calculations for small peri-
odic clusters with N sites (N = 18 for ED and N = 36, 54
for DMRG). These two methods are the only unbiased
methods for frustrated systems that avoid the sign prob-
lem, but they are restricted to relatively small systems.
To ensure the convergence of the DMRG, we keep up
to 8000 states and make the truncation errors less than
10−9 in our N = 54 calculations. Up to D = 10, we find a
systematic convergence of the ground energy. Some data
points around δ = 0.1 for D = 12 have slightly higher en-
ergy than D = 10, because Dcut = 152 is still not large
enough for convergence at D = 12.
As shown in the insert of Fig.2, the staggered magne-
tization m has an even larger D dependence than energy
at finite doping. However, up to D = 12, the data ap-
pears to converge to a relatively well-defined curve indi-
cating vanishing AF order for δ & 0.1. We also observed
〈ni∈A〉 = 〈nj∈B〉 for arbitrary δ and therefore there is no
commensurate charge density wave(CDW) order.
IV. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
Next we turn to the interesting question of whether
the doped antiferromagnetic Mott insulator on the hon-
eycomb lattice supports superconductivity or not, and
if so, what its pairing symmetry is. To answer this,
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FIG. 3: SC order parameters as a function of doping.
we calculate the real space superconducting (SC) or-
der parameters in the spin singlet channel ∆s =
1√
2
(ci,↑cj,↓ − ci,↓cj,↑), where i and j are nearest neigh-
bor sites.Because we use a chemical potential to control
the hole concentration, the charge U(1) symmetry can be
spontaneously broken in the variational approach, which
allows ∆s to be measured directly rather than through
its two-point correlation function. As shown in the main
panel of Fig.3, up to δ = 0.15 we find a non-zero sin-
glet SC order parameter for the whole region. Strik-
ingly, we find that the SC state breaks time reversal
symmetry. By measuring the SC order parameters for
the three inequivalent nearest-neighbor bonds, we found
∆sa/∆
s
b ' ∆sb/∆sc ' ∆sc/∆sa ' eiθ with θ = ± 2pi3 (see Ta-
ble I). This pairing symmetry is usually called d + id
wave. We note that the above result is quite nontrivial
since we start with a completely random state without
any pre-assuming SC order. Indeed, we observed that the
emergence of such a d + id wave SC is a consequence of
gaining kinetic energy(the t term) of the t-J model dur-
ing the imaginary time evolution. To exclude the possi-
bility that this results from trapping in an unstable local
minimum, we repeat the calculations with many different
random tensors, and all cases converge to the same re-
sults. Moreover, we also check that the SC order param-
eter vanishes at large t/J to make sure that the existing
SC order is the consequence of spontaneous symmetry
breaking.(For D = 6, the critical value is around 15 at
δ ∼ 0.3 )
The existence of SC order is observed in our numerical
study up to δ = 0.4. However, a much larger inner di-
mension D is required for the convergence of ground state
energy at larger hole concentration, which is beyond the
scope of this paper.(The GTPS variational ansatz we use
in this paper is designed to help us understand the na-
ture of Mott physics; at large doping, the Mott physics
becomes less important and can be studied much better
by other methods.)
4Doping δ = 0.034 δ = 0.101 δ = 0.129
∆sa/∆
s
b (-0.500,-0.866) (-0.499,-0.867) (-0.502,-0.863)
∆sb/∆
s
c (-0.500,-0.866) (-0.501,-0.866) (-0.498,-0.869)
∆sc/∆
s
a (-0.500,-0.866) (-0.500,-0.866) (-0.500,-0.866)
TABLE I: Up to a very high precision, we observed ∆sa/∆
s
b '
∆sb/∆
s
c ' ∆sc/∆sa ' e− 2pii3 = (− 12 ,−
√
3
2
) at different hole
doping for a GTPS ansatz(Here we use the data with inner
dimension D = 10 as a simple example.)
V. COEXISTING PHASES AT LOW DOPING
Interestingly, we find the SC and AF order coexisting
in the regime 0 < δ < 0.1. A physical consequence of the
microscopic coexistence is that triplet pairing is induced.
The inset of Fig.3 shows the amplitude of the triplet order
parameter as a function of doping. Since the triplet pair-
ing order parameter has three independent components
~∆t =
1√
2
ci,α(iσ
y~σ)αβcj,β = de
iφ(Here i ∈ A, j ∈ B and
φ is the phase of SC order parameter.), we can define the
amplitude of triplet order parameter as ∆t =
√
~∆∗t · ~∆t.
The phase shift of 2pi/3 on the three inequivalent bonds
is also observed for all the triplet components. We fur-
ther check the internal spin direction of the triplet d
vector and find that it is always anti-parallel to the Neel
vector(SNeel = 〈S i〉 − 〈S j〉). At larger doping δ > 0.1,
the triplet order parameter has a very strong D depen-
dence, so at present we are unable to determine whether
it ultimately vanishes or remains non-zero in the D →∞
limit. We leave this issue for future work. By fully using
all symmetry quantum numbers and other techniques like
high performance simulation on GPUs, we can in princi-
ple deal with D up to 20− 30.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
The variational ansatz in this paper ignores any possi-
ble incommensurate phases. Natural candidates are spi-
ral or striped anti-ferromagnetic phases, as having been
intensively discussed for the square lattice. A weak cou-
pling perspective suggests that this may be unlikely.
In the weak-coupling limit of the Hubbard model on
honeycomb lattice, the system is a semimetal with two
Dirac cones. With a non-zero Hubbard U , commensu-
rate AF fluctuations at zero momentum manifest in the
inter-band susceptibility, becoming stronger and stronger
with increasing U . At sufficiently large U commensurate
AF order develops (recent numerics find a narrow region
of intermediate spin liquid phase6). At small but finite
doping, the Dirac cones become pockets. In this case, the
total intra-band spin susceptibility shows a constant be-
havior for small q(q < 2kf )
26 while the total inter-band
spin susceptibility still has a peak at zero momentum.
Thus, we argue that the commensurate AF fluctuations
at zero momentum still dominate for sufficiently small
hole concentration.
Our DMRG calculations also support this argument.
Up to 54 sites, we do not find any evidence for incom-
mensurate spin-spin correlation. As seen in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b), we plot the spin structure factors for the same
sublattice and for different sublattices:
SAA(k) =
1
N
∑
i∈A;j∈A
eik ·(ri−rj)〈S i · S j〉
SAB(k) =
1
N
∑
i∈A;j∈B
eik ·(ri−rj)〈S i · S j〉, (6)
whereN is the total number of unit cells, which is 18(6∗3)
in our DMRG calculation. We find that both SAA and
SAB have peaks at k = (0, 0), with a positive value
and a negative value. Such a result implies a ferromag-
netic long range order for the same sublattice but a anti-
ferromagnetic long range order for different sublattices.
Although the system size in our DMRG calculation may
be not large enough, we believe the conclusion is still cor-
rect in the thermodynamic limit since other calculation,
e.g., meanfield theory, also supports this result. On the
other hand, as we know that superconductivity is incom-
parable with incommensurate magnetic orders, any mag-
netic order that coexists with superconductivity must be
commensurate.
On the other hand, we find that the GTPS re-
sults are comparable with extrapolations of (commen-
surate)staggered magnetization m for infinite size sys-
tems(the GTPS results for m are somewhat larger when
close to half-filling due to insufficient tensor dimension
D). Fig. 5 shows the comparison of DMRG calculations
and GTPS calculations for staggered magnetization m in
small systems.
A more general concern is whether the GTPS tends
to overestimate SC order at large doping, due to its
non-conservation of charge(note that the projected wave-
function approach has a rather strong tendency to pro-
duce superconducting states). The observed SC order
parameter is “small” in terms of the natural upper limit
〈cc〉 . 0.1δ  δ. Nevertheless, our prediction of d + id
paring symmetry is supported by other approaches: (a)
in the mean field theory for the honeycomb t-J model,
only the d+id pairing channel gains energy27,28, therefore
d + id pairing symmetry is most possible if the ground
state of t-J model is a superconductor and (b) in the
weak coupling limit of the Hubbard model, very recent
renormalization group studies also find d+ id supercon-
ductivity around quarter filling29–33. However, we believe
that the mechanism of superconductivity discovered at
low doping is a consequence of strong interaction and is
quite different from the weak coupling case. Apparently
our results can not be explained by any weak coupling
theory, as the Dirac cone is stable at low doping(e.g.,
δ < 0.1) and there is no superconductivity. The recently
proposed skyrmion superconductivity is a very promising
candidate34 and we will explore this kind of idea in our
future work.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Counter plots for the spin structure
factors for the same sublattice and for different sublattices.
We obtain the results by performing high precision DMRG
algorithm on a small cluster(2 ∗ 6 ∗ 3 sites) at 5.5% doping
with periodic boundary condition(PBC).
In conclusion, we report the theoretical discovery of
a d + id wave superconducting ground state in the t-
J model on a honeycomb lattice, based on a recently
developed variational method - the GTPS approach. At
low doping, AF order coexists with the SC order. In the
coexistence regime, a spin triplet pairing with the same
phase shift is induced and its triplet d vector is anti-
parallel with the Neel vector. It would be interesting
to search for this physics in experiment. The recently
discovered spin 1/2 honeycomb lattice antiferromagnet
InV1/3Cu2/3O3
35 would be an appealing candidate if it
could be doped experimentally.
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Appendix A: The imaginary time evolution
algorithm of GTPS
In this paper, we use the (simplified) imaginary time
evolution method24 to update the GTPS variational wave
function. In the hole representation, we can decom-
pose the c˜†i,σ as c˜i,σ = h
†
i bi;σ. Here the holon hi is a
fermion while the spinon bi;σ is a boson. The no-double-
occupancy constraint reads:∑
σ
b†i;σbi;σ + h
†
ihi = 1 (A1)
Under this representation, we can rewrite the t−J model
as:
Ht−J = −t
∑
〈ij〉,σ
h†jhib
†
i;σbj;σ+h.c.+J
∑
〈ij〉
(
S iS j − 1
4
nbin
b
j
)
,
(A2)
where
S i =
∑
σσ′
b†i;στσσ′bi;σ′ ; n
b
i =
∑
σ
b†i;σbi;σ (A3)
6Due to the no-double-occupancy constraint Eq. (A1),
the spin up/down states | ↑ (↓)i〉 = b†i;↑(↓)|0〉 and the hole
state |o〉 = h†i |0〉 form a complete basis for each site. The
closure condition reads:
| ↑i〉〈↑i |+ | ↓i〉〈↓i |+ |oi〉〈oi| = 1 (A4)
As already has been discussed in Ref.24, we need to
use the fermion coherent state representation to perform
the imaginary time evolution algorithm for GTPS. Let
us introduce the fermion coherent state of holon |ηi〉 =
|0〉 − ηih†i |0〉.(ηi is a Grassmann variable here.) In this
new basis, the closure relation Eq. (A5) becomes:
| ↑i〉〈↑i |+ | ↓i〉〈↓i |+
∫
dη¯idηi|ηi〉〈η¯i| = 1 (A5)
The variational ground state can be determined through
imaginary time evolution:
|ΨG〉 = e−τHt−J |Ψ0〉, τ →∞ (A6)
For a sufficiently thin time slice δτ , we can decompose
e−δτHt−J as:
e−δτHt−J ∼ e−δτHxt−J e−δτHyt−J e−δτHzt−J (A7)
Here x, y, z represent three different directions of the hon-
eycomb lattice and each H
x(y,z)
t−J term contains a summa-
tion of non-overlapped two body Hamiltonian H
x(y,z)
t−J =∑
〈ij〉 h
x(y,z)
ij . Thus, for a sufficiently thin time slice, we
can apply the evolution operator along the x(y, z) direc-
tion separately.
≈
bΛ
cΛ
c ′Λ
b ′Λ
b
im jm
AT BTg
c
a
b ′
c ′
a ′
im ′ jm ′
bΛ
cΛ
c ′Λ
b ′Λ
b
im jm
AT ′ BT ′g
c
a
b ′
c ′
a ′
SVD
FIG. 6: (Color online)A schematic plot for the imaginary time
evolution algorithm.
By applying the method developed in Ref.24, we can
successfully update the (complex) variational parameters
TmiA;abc and T
mj
B;a′b′c′ as:
T ′miA;abc = (−)P
f (mi)P
f (a)
√
Λ′a√
Λyb
√
Λzc
Ubcmi;a
T
′mj
B;a′b′c′ = (−)P
f (mj)P
f (a′)
√
Λ′a′√
Λyb′
√
Λzc′
Vb′c′mj ;a′ , (A8)
where U and V are determined by the singular value
( a )
( b )
FIG. 7: (Color online)A schematic plot for the renormaliza-
tion algorithm on honeycomb lattice. Similar to the simplified
imaginary time evolution algorithm, we use a weighting vector√
Ω to mimic the environment effect. As has been discussed
in Ref.24, the initial value of Ω can be determined by Λ on
the corresponding link and will be updated during the RG
scheme.
decomposition(SVD) of the following matrix M :
Mbcmi;b′c′mj =
∑
am′im
′
j
√
Λyb
√
Λzc
√
Λyb′
√
Λzc′
× (−)[P f (m′i)+P f (m′j)]P f (a)(−)P f (m′j)[P f (m′i)+P f (b)+P f (c)]
× (−)mj[P f (mi)+P f (b)+P f (c)]Emimjm′im′j T
m′i
A;abcT
m′j
B;ab′c′ (A9)
Here E
mimj
m′im
′
j
is the matrix elements of the evolution op-
erator e−δh
x
ij under the Fock basis. We keep the largest
Dth singular values:
Mbcmi;b′c′mj '
D∑
a=1
Ubcmi;aΛ
′
aVb′c′mj ;a (A10)
Similar to the usual TPS case10, the environment
weight vectors Λx(y,z) can be initialized as 1 and then
updated during the time evolution. For example, Λx is
updated as Λ′ in the above evolution scheme.
Appendix B: The GTERG/wGTERG algorithm
After determining the variational ground state of
GTPS by performing the imaginary time evolution,
we can compute the physical quantities by using the
GTERG/wGTERG method developed in Refs20,24. This
method can be regarded as the Grassmann variable
generalization of the usual TERG/wTERG method9,24,
where a coarse graining procedure is designed to calcu-
late the physical quantities of TPS efficiently. In Fig.8,
we plot the variational ground state energy(D = 10) as a
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FIG. 8: (Color online)Variational ground state energy(D =
10) as a function of doping with different Dcut(Number of
eigenvalues kept in the wGTERG algorithm). It is shown
that all the data points almost collapse on the same curve.
We find that the relative error is of order 10−3.
function of doping with different Dcut(Number of eigen-
values kept in the wGTERG algorithm). We find that
the relative error is of order 10−3.
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